Evening Program:

Section 102:
- Book Awards
  - Lexus Real: Outstanding Law Student Award
    - Section 02:
      - Brianna George: Judge Herbert Richardson Award
      - Moses Washington: Justice Robert Glass Award
      - Aaron Richards: Judge Clifton Johnson Award
      - Kenton Spencer: Spes Bona Award
      - Peter Simms: Daniel G. Sampson Award
  - H.M. Michaux Award
    - Adaora Oguno: H.M. Michaux Award
  - Floyd B. McKissick Award
    - Moses Washington: Floyd B. McKissick Award
  - Dean’s Leadership Award
    - Brandon Hedgebeth
  - TUTORS FOR 1L COURSES
    - Mitchell Wohlheuter: Torts I
    - Eddie White: Property
    - James Whitaker: Contracts I
    - D’Niesha Sudduth: Civil Procedure I
    - Kieron Spencer: Criminal Law I
    - Kiarra Slay: Contracts II
    - Leandre’a Scott: Property II
    - Gabrielle Scott: Constitutional Law
    - Maame Sapong: Evidence
    - Lorena Gomez: DEI
    - Britney Reaves: Business Associations
    - Destiny Shippy: Writing Foundations
    - Jarod Harper: Writing/Legal Research

Section 03:
- National Association of Women Lawyers
  - Outstanding Law Student Award
    - Lexus Real

Section 04:
- Book Awards
  - Civil Procedure 101 – Tamontae
    - Stanton-Jones
  - Contracts 101 – Destiny Shippy and Alaina Willis
  - Criminal Law 101 – Tamontae
    - Stanton-Jones
  - Property 101 – Destiny Shippy

Section 102:
- Civil Procedure 102 – Zachary
  - Dobbin
  - Contracts 102 – Bryson Lapping
  - Criminal Law 102 – Bryson Lapping
  - Property 102 – Bryson Lapping

Section 103:
- Civil Procedure 103 – Kairy
  - Bautista
  - Contracts 103 – Robert Decker
  - Criminal Law 103 – Robert Decker
  - Property 103 – Crosby Carpenter

Evening Program:
- Section 01:
  - Contracts Evening – Daniel Dahake
  - Property Evening – Itzamara Wallace
- Section 02:
  - Darley Solomon
  - Natalia Gutierrez
  - Sheila Rodriguez

Legal Reasoning & Writing:
- Section 01 – Alaina Willis
- Section 02 – Darley Solomon
- Section 03 – Natalia Gutierrez
- Section 04 – Sheila Rodriguez

Section 05:
- Bryan Reese
- Section 09 – Caleb Williams & Robert Decker
- Section 10 – Itzamara Wallace

Recognition of Outstanding Performance in
A Clinical Program
- Pro Bono Clinic: Mars Wood and Sheila Rodriguez
- Civil Litigation Clinic: Marietta Harrell and Juan Lopez
- Criminal Defense Clinic: Alanna Meek and Kendra Simmons
- Family Law Clinic: Brittany Harry and Makail Mosely
- Juvenile Law Clinic: Shannon Martells and Samantha Bridges
- Patent Clinic: Lorena Gomez
- Trademark Clinic: Brianna George
- Veteran’s Law Clinic: Brittany Reaves and Paul Wood

Recognition of Admissions Ambassadors
- Gloria Anderson
- Caleb Barco
- Michael Byrd
- Caison Clemmons
- Amber Creft
- Delany Davis
- Jarod Harper
- Kiera Husbands
- Quieysha McDougle
- Lydia Page Moffett
- Brittany Reaves
- Angelica Richardson
- Maame Sapong
- Gabrielle Scott
- Leandre’a Scott
- Kiarra Slay
- Kenton Spencer
- Brie Starks
- D’Niesha Suddath
- Darius Stephens-York
- James Whitaker
- Eddie White
- Mitchell Wohlheutter

Recognition of Tutors

TUTORS FOR 11. COURSES:

Civil Procedure
- Juan Lopez – Section 101
- Jada Satchell – Section 102
- Jane’ Baldwin – Section 103

Contracts
- Jerry Singleton Pcolar – Section 101
- D’Niesha Suddath – Section 102
- Quieysha McDougle – Section 103

Criminal Law
- Shawn Singleton – Section 101
- Kendra Simmons – Section 102
- Jade Ellis – Section 103

Legal Reasoning & Writing/Legal Research
- Amanda Covington
- Az Gaines
- Graelynn Glover
- Aaron Richards
- Blake McKay
- Madison Mitchell
- Justice Thomas
- Paige Wilson

Property
- Alisa Matherson – Section 101
- Todd Ford, Jr. – Section 102
- Todd Ford, Jr. – Section 103

Torts I
- Kendra Simmons – Section 101
- Myia Pretty – Section 102
- Angelica Richardson – Section 103

TUTORS FOR UPPER-LEVEL COURSES:

Business Associations
- Blake McKay
- Marcus Tingling

Constitutional Law
- Josh Carpenito
- Azariah McLymore
- Jordan Thomas

DEI
- Hunter Walsh
- Nehemias Hernandez-Lopez

Evidence
- Suraya Akkach
- Shawn Singleton
- Hunter Walsh

Torts II
- Caison Clemmons
- Myia Pretty
- Angelica Richardson

TUTORS FOR EVENING PROGRAM COURSES:
- Erica Yarborough – Con Law I & II Evening
- Rickia Stafford – Contracts Evening
- Marcus Tingling – Corporations Evening
- Sarah Ayad & Holly Gross – Property Evening
- Josh Carpenito – Evidence Evening

WRITING FOUNDATIONS TUTORS:
- Hikmat Al-Chami
- Christian Matthews